OUR WORK ACROSS SUDAN

OVERVIEW

14.3M people need humanitarian assistance
3M people are internally displaced
1 in 4 people face food insecurity
3M children suffer malnutrition

YOUR DONATIONS IN ACTION: 2022 AT A GLANCE

TOTAL PEOPLE SERVED: 355,041

RAMADAN: 41,425
QURBANI: 65,284
EMERGENCY AID: 18,611
FOOD SECURITY & LIVELIHOOD: 215,123
HEALTH: 46,918
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION: 13,854
ORPHAN SPONSORSHIP: 696
THANK YOU
Thank you for your continuous support of Islamic Relief. Your donations help provide access to basic needs for vulnerable families across Sudan. The impact of your investment is incredible so far, masha’Allah, and we pray that you continue to work with us. May Allah reward you for your compassion and humanitarianism.